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Three ISS/ERC fully funded PhD positions in the political economy of social policy dissemination in developing countries Institute of Social Studies (ISS, The Hague), part of Erasmus University Rotterdam The Institute of Social Studies in The Hague (part of Erasmus University Rotterdam) invites applications for three fully funded PhD positions in Development Studies commencing in September 2015. The positions will be part of the research project entitled ‘Aiding Social Protection: the political economy of externally financing social policy in developing countries (AIDSOCPRO)’, funded by the European Research Council under the Starting Grant scheme, which was awarded to Dr. Andrew Fischer in 2014 for a period of five years starting in May 2015. The research project explores the political economy of international development assistance directed towards social expenditures, examined through an unexplored interaction between finance and politics in current international aid agendas that prioritise social protection in particular. The research will focus on six developing countries selected as ‘crucial cases,’ including two in Asia (Cambodia and Philippines), two in Africa (Ethiopia and Zambia), and two in Latin America (Honduras and Paraguay). The project addresses the question: given the complexities of externally financing domestic expenditures, how have current donor emphases of social protection influenced donor strategies of influence, donor-recipient relations, and domestic fiscal and monetary politics within recipient countries? The three PhD researchers in this research project are not expected to research the specific financial intricacies of the finance-politics nexus of the project, which will be the primary task of the principal investigator (Dr. Fischer). Rather, their research will more broadly examine the political economy of social protection policy dissemination in two of the six country cases, both in one region, as a basis for a two-country comparative case study for their PhD. This more general focus will allow for a full consideration of alternative explanations that might contend with the hypothesis of the research and also for a PhD thesis that stands on its own as an individual piece of scholarship produced by the candidate. The PhD research is expected to involve extensive fieldwork in both of the country cases, supported by visits by the principal investigator. The main supervisor (co-promoter) will be Dr. Andrew Fischer. As according to the Dutch system, one full professor will also be allocated as ‘promoter’. The PhD researcher will join the Political Economy of Resources, Environment and Population (PER) research programme at the ISS (see here) and will be fully integrated into the ISS PhD programme. The PhD position is for four years and it includes tuition, a salary, miscellaneous expenses, and funding for fieldwork. Regarding salary, regular Dutch PhD candidates are treated as university employees with full benefits. The gross salary of the position starts at €2125 in the first year, with annual increments thereafter. Requirements Applicants wishing to be considered should meet all requirements needed to study at the Institute of Social Studies for a PhD degree. Please read all details at http://www.iss.nl/prospective_students/apply_to_iss/



For these specific positions, applicants should have a master’s degree in a relevant social science field (e.g. development studies, social policy with application to developing countries, economics, political science, political economy, etc.), with a distinction or the equivalent in their MA dissertation/thesis. A first degree in a social science with first-class honours or equivalent is also desirable. Applicants should have familiarity with mixed methods, e.g. both quantitative and qualitative methods, and they should be familiar with institutionalist political economy approaches in the social sciences. Research or policy work experience in social policy or related sectors in developing countries, ideally although not necessarily from one of the country cases of the project, is highly desirable. Applicants from the Global South (e.g. Africa, Asia and Latin America), especially women, are in particular encouraged to apply. How to apply If the prospective applicant meets these general ISS requirements as well as those for these specific positions, the applicant should first apply by email on or before 29 April 2015, to [email protected], including the subject: PhD ERC – ‘your name’. The following should be sent: 1. 2. 3. 4.



Application letter of introduction and motivation Curriculum vitae Research proposal – see ISS examples of research proposals Two separate samples of the applicant's written work, of about 2,000 words each (e.g. master’s essays) 5. Three academic references – download the ISS PhD reference form 6. Official transcript(s) or similar detailed official records of the applicant's academic achievement 7. For those whose first language is not English, a recent, acceptable certificate of proficiency in English (see ISS requirements) In the event of a short list, interviews might be required, although these will be arranged online if needed. Selected candidates will then be required to submit an official application to the ISS PhD programme through the online system. The PhD position will only be awarded to the candidates once they have been officially accepted into the ISS PhD programme. For further questions on the application process, administrative or technical issues, please contact [email protected]. For further details about the AIDSOCPRO project and this opportunity, please contact Dr. Andrew Fischer at [email protected]



The organisation Founded in 1952 by Dutch universities and the Netherlands Ministry of Education, the International Institute of Social Studies (ISS) is one of the oldest and largest institutes of development studies in Europe. ISS is an international graduate school focusing on policyoriented critical social science. It pays particular attention to experiences and perspectives in the Global South, but also explores questions of poverty, development, political and economic transition, equity and human rights throughout the world. ISS brings together students and staff from the South and the North in a European environment. As of 2009 the ISS has become a University Institute within Erasmus University Rotterdam, based in The Hague. The ISS offers postgraduate teaching programmes conducted in English at Masters, Diploma and PhD levels. Besides teaching, ISS staff engages in research, consultancies and public service in the fields of development studies and international cooperation.
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